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SUMMARY 

The Authors report the results obtained on 
22 selected cases of tubaric pregnancy in evolution 
and __!_reated ?Y recons_tructive p_lastic_ surgery . 

. They point out the necess1ty of a very pre
cocious laparoscopic diagnosis in order to obtain 
a better functional recovery of the Falloppian 
tube. 

On the basis of the results, the Authors sug
gest a more frequent reconstructive treatment 
of the tubaric pregnancy. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Among the different types of ectopic 
pregnancy the tubaric is the most frequent 
one (95% of the cases). 

Recent data from literature sustain a 
p�ogressive i?cr�ase _ in �he n_umb_er of ecto
pie pregnancies in the last decades. 

The reasons of such a higher incidence are 
numerous: they are essentially due to improved 
methods of the tubaric pathology treatment and 
to the decreased incidence of bilateral occlusion, 
but in advantage for obstacles to the migrating 
ovum and its consequent uterine implantation. 

Th� improved __ surgi�al techn_iques of salp!ng?• 
plasty have contributed to resolve severe tubaric 
sterilities, but have also contributed to an 
increase in the number of tubaric pregnancies. 

It is important to point out the frequent 
young age and nulliparity of the patients: some 
AA. report an incidence of 68% in the nulli
parous and a medium age of 25-30 years (2)． 

All these factors induce the necessity of em
phasizing for a revision of the diagnostic and 
therapeutic management of the cases of tubaric 
pregnancy. The diagnostic methods at our dispo
sition, and particularly the endoscopic ones, make 
a precocious diagnosis possible at an oligosympto
matic stage (with few objective and subjective 
symptoms of the evoluting tubaric pregnancy), 
with the possibility of an immediate conservative 
surgical treatment仔）．

The demolitive surgery (salpingectomy and 
emisalpingectomy), till few years ago an elective 
treatment of all the cases of tubaric pregnancy, is 
now under discussion and used only in case of 
conclamed tubaric rupture with frayed and oede
matous tissues and with parietal hematomas, 
which makes extremely difficult a reconstruction 
of the oviduct. 

In the last few years we have tried to 
diagnose a tubaric pregnancy in a very 
precocious phase, depistating outpatients 
presenting a symptomatology which could 
make supect a tubaric implant of the fer
tilized ovum. 

The patient with a supected diagno
sis, underwent a laparoscopy. If the lapa
roscopic report confirmed the diagnosis 
(figs. 1, 2) she underwent immediately a 
tubaric plastic surgery. 

The surgical methods of tubaric plastic 
reconstruction are numerous and depend 
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